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Abstract. This paper discusses the relationship between tests and
proofs with focus on a tool for UML and OCL models. Tests are thought
of as UML object diagrams and theorems or properties which are to be
checked are represented as OCL constraints, i.e., class invariants or operation pre- and postconditions. The paper shows for the UML and OCL
tool USE (UML-based Specification Environment) how to trace and debug the validity of an expected theorem (an OCL constraint) within a
given test case (a state model in the form of a UML object diagram).

1

Introduction

A central issue in the relationship between tests and proofs is the question which
part of a test aﬀects which part of a proof or a theorem to be proven. Tests as
well as proofs and the underlying theorems are highly structured entities with
many important relationships, not all being relevant in a speciﬁc situation during
development. For example, for proof counter-examples it is important to know
which part of the expected proof or theorem is falsiﬁed by the counter-example,
and it is important for the developer to ﬁnd the respective parts of the test and
the proof or theorem in an adequate way.
This paper discusses this general question with focus on a tool for UML and
OCL models. Tests are thought of as UML object diagrams and theorems or
properties which are to be checked are represented as OCL constraints, i.e., class
invariants or operation pre- and postconditions. The paper shows for the UML
and OCL tool USE (UML-based Speciﬁcation Environment) [GKH09] how to
trace and debug the validity of an expected theorem (an OCL constraint) within
a given test case (a constructed state model in form of a UML object diagram).
The technical realization in the tool is done by a so-called evaluation browser
which allows the developer to debug the evaluation of a complex OCL expression
and its subexpressions with respect to a given system state in a user-friendly way
with the aim of better understanding, for example, invariant failure.

2

Basic Evaluation Browser Concepts by Example

Let us introduce the basic idea of our approach by means of an example. The
USE screenshot in Fig. 1 shows in the upper row an OCL and UML model with
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Fig. 1. Basic Use of Evaluation Browser
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invariants and a corresponding state in form of 2 Class extent windows (these
2 windows determine a UML object diagram displayed in the lower right). The
class diagram represents a simple relational database schema with two tables
(Empl[oyee], Dep[artmen]t), two primary key constraints ({ename} is primary
key in Empl, {dname, ename} is primary key in Dept) and one foreign key constraint (Dept.ename references Empl.ename). The OCL details of one primary
key constraint and the foreign key constraint are shown in the top part of the 2
Evaluation browser windows, respectively.
As shown in the Class invariants window, the (database) state represented in
the Class extent windows does violate 2 of the speciﬁed constraints. In order to
understand the reason for the violation, USE allows to open so-called Evaluation
browser windows. In the screenshot we see one Evaluation browser window for
the failing primary key constraint ename PK and one for the failing foreign key
constraint ename FK. The windows have been conﬁgured in diﬀerent ways to
demonstrate the possibilities of our approach. For example, the ﬁrst window
shows variable substitutions in a subwindow in the very right, the second window
shows the variable substitutions inside the main Evaluation browser window.
OCL expressions evaluating to false are highlighted in the second window in
a white-on-black style, whereas they are displayed without special indication in
the ﬁrst window. In this simple situation, the analysis could be done by simple
inspection without the evaluation browser, but we want to demonstrate the
approach with an easy understandable example. We will show below an involved
situation hard to understand by simple inspection.
In the ﬁrst Evaluation browser window, which can be opened by double-clicking
in the Class invariants window the failing primary key invariant ename PK, one
subformula which evaluates to false is highlighted in grey. Three lines below
the highlighted grey line, we see that the OCL terms e1.ename and e2.ename
both evaluate to ‘Ada’. The variable substitutions responsible for this evaluation
are stated in the right subwindow (basically stating e1=EMP3, e2=EMP1) and the
evaluation of the selected and highlighted subexpression is displayed below the
substitutions on the right ((true implies false)=false). Thus, this Evaluation
browser window displays one concrete counter-proof for the expected primary key
property ename PK: EMP3 and EMP1 are distinct, but their ename values coincide,
and this violates the primary key requirement.
In the second Evaluation browser window, the foreign key constraint is analyzed. Only those subformulas evaluating to false are displayed and are pictured
in a white-on-black style. Below the central highlighted exists subformula it is
shown that for the Dept object DEP3 having ename attribute value ‘Cyd’ no
corresponding Empl object exists having the ename attribute value ‘Cyd’. Thus,
the Evaluation browser window again displays one concrete counter-proof for
the expected foreign key property ename FK.

3

General Features Available in the Evaluation Browser

Our so-called evaluation browser pictures the evaluation of an OCL term in a
graphical style as a tree. The tree nodes show OCL terms or subterms of the
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original term together with values of subterms and substitutions for occurring
variables. Tree subbranches may be opened or closed interactively through the
user or by setting particular conﬁguration parameters. Particular tree parts may
be highlighted in color or in a white-on-black style. The aim of the evaluation
browser is to oﬀer an intuitive, highly conﬁgurable, and ﬂexible tool for analyzing
the evaluation of complex OCL terms. As indicated in Fig. 2, there are basically
six central conﬁguration parameters for the OCL evaluation browser (basically
available by right-clicking into the Evaluation browser’s pane):
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)

Determination of opened subbranches of the tree.
Turning the extended OCL formula evaluation on or oﬀ.
Turning an additional variable assignment subwindow on or oﬀ.
Turning an additional subexpression evaluation subwindow on or oﬀ.
Positioning of variable assignments in the main evaluation term.
Determining the highlighting of subformulas evaluating to particular values.

Fig. 2. General Features Available in Evaluation Browser

In (A) the developer determines the basic structure of opened or closed tree
subbranches. Either all subbranches, all subbranches evaluating to true, all
subbranches evaluating to FALSE are opened or no subbranch is opened. In
(B) an extended evaluation of OCL subformulas is conﬁgured. In the standard
evaluation of OCL for the exists quantiﬁer the evaluation stops with true, if
the ﬁrst satisfying element is found. However, one frequently wants to know
all elements satisfying the exists predicate. This can be accomplished by turning on the extended evaluation for exists. Analogous possibilities are provided
for the other logical operations. In (C) an explicit subwindow for the variable
assignments is opened. In (D) an explicit subwindow for the subexpression evaluation is opened. In (E) the position of variable assignments in the tree is ﬁxed.
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The variable assignments may be placed at the tree leafs (‘Late’) or inside the
tree as early as they appear (‘Early’). More options are available. In (F) the
highlighting of false subformulas resp. true subformulas is determined.

4

Further Features Available in the Evaluation Browser

The second USE screenshot in Fig. 3 shows the evaluation browser being used
for an automatically generated object diagram (test case) which is the result
of an ASSL procedure [GKH09]. The randomly generated object diagram represented by 2 Class extent windows in the left upper part of the screenshot
involves 16 objects with respective attribute values. As the class invariants window in the right shows, all invariants fail. The Evaluation browser window has
been opened through double-clicking the failing invariant Dept::ename FK. This
window shows all details, i.e., all reasons, why this invariant fails. The complete evaluation tree has 3 subbranches evaluating to false and exactly these 3
subbranches have been opened and are displayed as white-on-black. The 3 subbranches indicate that the 3 objects Dept2, Dept4, and Dept8 are the reason for

Fig. 3. Further Use of Evaluation Browser
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the invariant failure. Checking these objects against all Dept objects in the second Class extent window one learns that the respective ename values (‘J’, ‘G’,
‘A’) indeed cannot be found as ename values in the ﬁrst Class extent window
for Empl objects. In this evaluation browser conﬁguration, variable substitutions
are not displayed, but variables have been substituted by their values.
The Evaluate OCL expression window on the right is a cross-check against
the found result. This OCL expression retrieves all Dept objects which possess
a corresponding Empl object having the same name. It returns the complement
Dept object set Dept1, Dept3, Dept5, Dept6, and Dept7. This screenshot is an
explanation why the ‘theorem’ (i.e., the invariant Dept::ename FK) fails in this
test case (i.e., in this object diagram). Such a detailed analysis is needed during
development when unexpected results in form of failing constraints occur in order
to understand the reason for constraint failure.

5

Related Work

We only point to a few works on debugging in the context of model-based development and declarative languages. In [SSJ+ 03] counter-example generation is
understood as debugging. [GHMGB07] discusses model-level debugging for software architectures. Initial ideas towards model-based debugging are proposed
in [MS08]. [KSWR09] discusses a connection between debugging and QVT. The
work in [RVM10] proposes a debugger for the speciﬁcation language Maude.

6

Conclusion

This paper has made a proposal for debugging OCL invariants in UML models.
Debugging works by means of term evaluation. The display of the evaluation
term may be adjusted by the developer in various ways. The ideas of the proposal
could be used for other declarative languages as well. Up to now there are too
few proposals for user-friendly debugging in the context of theorem proving or
theorem checking. Our approach currently works for invariants only and has
to be extended for pre- and postconditions. Further options for conﬁguring the
evaluation tree are imaginable, for example, grouping of subbranches with similar
results. Larger case studies must give feedback on the usability of the proposal.
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